Diamond Sedan Competition 2013 (Academic Team Semi-final)

COMPETITION RULES

Date: Sunday, 17 November, 2013

Location: Munsang College, 8 Dumbarton Road, Kowloon City

Organizers: Project Flame of City University of Hong Kong, Diamond Cab (HK) Limited

Supporting Organizations: Munsang College

PARTICIPANTS

• Teams shall consist of all males, all females or mixed runners of a minimum of 6 persons and a maximum of 10 persons, 2 of whom would be the Super Popeyes and the others would be Popeyes.
• All crews on the team must be over 18 years by the time of the event day (27 October 2013), and each Super Popeye weight at least 70kg.
• Participants MUST be physically fit for the event.
• All participants must be registered on the Crew List submitted online and alternations must be approved by the Event Organizers.
• All participants are recommended to wear sports wear that are fit for the competition as well as necessary safety gears.

RULES

1. All teams must register before 14:00 on the event day to qualify for participation.
2. All teams should assemble at the Rest Area at least 15 minutes before their round start.
3. All teams bear their own responsibility to check the updated game schedule and report to the Rest Area accordingly before their rounds.
4. Each game has to be finished in 5 minutes. The Event Organizers have the authority to end the expired game.
5. All teams should stay within the assigned track. A warning will be given for the first violation, and the team would be disqualified when they leave the assigned track for the second time.
6. During the race, once the sedan touches the ground, the team will be disqualified from that game.
7. Six Popeyes will carry the sedan throughout one round, no replacement of Super Popeyes is allowed but the four Popeyes can be changed after running for the first round.
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8. If a team cannot play on, the players should voice out to the nearby organizer helper for help immediately. Organizer helpers will assist at once, and the team will be disqualified from that round.

9. People whose names are not on the submitted Crew List are not allowed in the Rest Area.

10. The Event Organizers reserves the right to end the Competition at anytime without prior notice.